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N-acetylcysteine facilitates extinction of cued fear memory in
rats via reestablishing basolateral amygdala glutathione
homeostasis
Peng-fei Wu1,2,3,4, Xin-lei Guan1,5, Fang Wang1,2,3,4 and Jian-guo Chen1,2,3,4

Individual differences in the development of uncontrollable fear in response to traumatic stressors have been observed in clinic, but
the underlying mechanisms remain unknown. In the present study we first conducted a meta-analysis of published clinical data and
found that malondialdehyde, an oxidative stress biomarker, was significantly elevated in the blood of patients with fear-related
anxiety disorders. We then carried out experimental study in rats subjected to fear conditioning. We showed that reestablishing
redox homeostasis in basolateral amygdale (BLA) after exposure to fear stressors determined the capacity of learned fear inhibition.
Intra-BLA infusion of buthionine sulfoximine (BSO) to deplete the most important endogenous antioxidant glutathione (GSH)
blocked fear extinction, whereas intra-BLA infusion of dithiothreitol or N-acetylcysteine (a precursor of GSH) facilitated extinction. In
electrophysiological studies conducted on transverse slices, we showed that fear stressors induced redox-dependent inhibition of
NMDAR-mediated synaptic function, which was rescued by extinction learning or reducing agents. Our results reveal a novel
pharmacological strategy for reversing impaired fear inhibition and highlight the role of GSH in the treatment of psychiatric
disorders.
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INTRODUCTION
Fear-related anxiety disorders, such as social phobia, posttrau-
matic stress disorder and panic disorder, are highly prevalent
psychiatric conditions that are still inadequately treated. Exposure
to traumatic events provokes an uncontrollable state of fear,
which associates traumatic events with previous sensitizing
experiences to inhibit memory extinction and is a characteristic
of fear-related diseases [1–3]. While somewhere between 50% and
84% of the general population will experience a traumatic event,
most individuals are resilient to these stressors, and ~28% of the
population will go on to develop anxiety [4, 5]. Like humans,
animals also exhibit individual differences in Pavlovian extinction
paradigms [6, 7]. However, much less is known about the
mechanism underlying individual differences in fear inhibition.
Fear extinction does not erase the original fear memories [8, 9];

rather, it allows the old memories to be updated based on new
information [10], a process that relies on interactions between the
hippocampus and emotional input provided by the basolateral
amygdala (BLA) [11]. It is generally believed that after fear
conditioning, memory-encoding synaptic circuits, such as the
lateral amygdala (LA), are persistently but reversibly modified and

become less plastic [12–14]. N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors
(NMDARs) in the BLA have been identified to be crucial in
learning during fear memory acquisition, consolidation and
extinction [15–17]. Pharmacological antagonism of NMDARs
profoundly impairs extinction [18, 19], whereas augmenting
NMDARs through d-cycloserine and brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) facilitates extinction [20–22]. It should be noted that
although NMDAR-dependent long-term potentiation (LTP) in the
thalamo-LA pathway is an essential factor in auditory fear
conditioning [23–26], fear-induced persistent potentiation in
glutamatergic synaptic transmission [23–25] occludes further LTP
[27, 28], which may hinder the remaining capacity for new
information storage. To generate additional plastic synaptic
circuits for learned fear inhibition, depotentiation of LTP modified
by fear may be beneficial [29]. Our previous work identified
potential extinction-promoting agents that induce chemical LTP
or facilitate LTP depotentiation in the BLA, such as calcitonin gene-
related peptide and leptin [30, 31].
Oxidative stress, which results from an imbalance between

antioxidant defenses and reactive oxygen species (ROS), con-
tributes to age-related memory deficits [32, 33]. Reports from our
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laboratory and other groups indicate that oxidative stress impairs
NMDAR function in the hippocampus and replenishes cellular
reducing ability through thiol agents such as dithiothreitol (DTT)
and glutathione (GSH), reversing aging-associated synaptic
dysfunctions [34–36]. Regarding fear-related behavior, some
redox-related genes, such as GSH reductase 1 and 3-
mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase, are involved in the genesis
of anxiety [37, 38]. Interestingly, in recent years, increasing
evidence from both animal models and clinical data has
suggested that oxidative stress may underlie the pathophysiolo-
gical mechanisms of psychiatric diseases, including depression,
schizophrenia and drug addiction [39–44]. In human anxiety
disorders such as panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder,
specific phobias and generalized anxiety disorder, there are many
conflicting clinical findings about oxidative biomarkers [45–47]. In
the present study, we found that redox homeostasis controls fear
extinction, providing new insight into fear-related anxiety disorder
therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (3–4 months old, weighing 250–300 g)
were used in this study. All of the animals were housed under a
controlled 12 h light/dark cycle at a constant temperature (22 ± 2 °C)
and humidity (50%± 10%) and were given ad libitum access to food
and water. The use of animals for all experimental procedures in
accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
as adopted and promulgated by the National Institutes of Health
and approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of Huazhong
University of Science and Technology.

Agents
DTT, 5-5′-dithio-bis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) and N-
acetylcysteine (NAC) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO,
USA). Buthionine sulfoximine (BSO) and diamide were purchased
from J&K (Beijing, China). Other general reagents were purchased
from commercial suppliers. NAC and DTNB were prepared as a
stock solution in DMSO. The final concentration of DMSO was
<0.05%. DTNB and DTT were diluted directly into the bath solution
to achieve the final concentration.

Fear conditioning
All training and testing were carried out in a sound-attenuating
box (32 cm × 26 cm × 30 cm), and electric foot shock was delivered
via the stainless steel grid floor as described previously [30].
During the experiment, a video camera was used to record each
rat’s behavior. Before the experiment, rats were randomly
separated into groups. Each group received a drug or the vehicle
according to the schemes shown in the figures. The experiment
was conducted over 3 days. On day 1 (habituation and fear
conditioning training day), the rats were exposed to box A
(context A) for 3 min. Then, rats were presented with four tones
(conditional stimulus (CS), 65 dB, and 29 s), each terminating with
a 0.75/1.2 mA foot shock lasting 1 s (unconditional stimulus (US));
the inter trial interval between each CS–US was 30 s. After training,
rats were transferred from the box to their home cage
immediately. Day 2 (extinction training day): rats were given 24
presentations of the CS tone (65 dB, 30 s; every set of 4 tones was
considered a trial for data analysis) in the absence of the US (in
context B), and the inter trial interval was 10 s. Day 3 (extinction
recall day): rats were exposed to the CS (in context B) for 2.5 min
along with 4 presentations of the CS tone (65 dB, 30 s).
The percentage of time spent freezing was measured during

the tone presentation, which was recorded by Anilab version
3.1 software (Anilab Corporation, Ningbo, China). During the
experiment, the activity of each rat was recorded continuously
using the software described above [48]. Each chamber rested on

a load cell that recorded chamber displacement in response to the
motor activity of each rat, and the load cell activity was digitized at
3 Hz. In the experiment, freezing behavior was quantified before
foot shock in the pre-US period and after foot shock on the
conditioning day, as well as in the 10min extinction training and
test. Freezing behavior was scored only if the rat was immobile for
at least 1 s.

Surgery and injection
Rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital [60 mg/kg,
intraperitoneally (i.p.)] and then mounted in a stereotaxic
apparatus. A 22-gauge stainless steel guide cannula was bilaterally
implanted dorsal to the LA region (−2.8 AP, ± 5.0 ML, −7.2 DV
from bregma) and secured to the skull with steel jewelers’ screws
and dental acrylic. Rats were allowed 5–7 days for recovery before
experiments. When intracranial injection was performed, a 33-
gauge injection cannula was used to replace the inner sealing wire
and protruded 0.5 mm beyond the guide cannula. Drugs were
infused into the LA at a rate of 0.25 μL/min with a total volume of
0.5 μL/side. The injection cannula was left for an additional 1.5 min
before withdrawal to minimize back flow of the injected liquid
along the injection track.

Measurement of pain threshold
Rats were placed individually into the conditioning chamber with
an electric grid. After 3 min of retention, electric foot shocks (1 s)
were applied starting with an intensity of 0.1 mA. The intensity
was increased gradually by 0.1 mA (with pauses of 30 s between
successive stimuli) until the animal showed the first signs of pain
(flinching or jumping), and the corresponding intensity was
considered the pain threshold [49].

Measurement of enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidants
After training or testing, the BLA tissue was dissected, homo-
genized, and analyzed. For the naïve group, BLA tissue was
collected 0.5 h after home cage adaptation. For the Cond group,
BLA tissue was collected 0.5 h after fear conditioning. For the Ext
and Ext deficit groups, BLA tissue was collected 0.5 h after
extinction recall. Tissues were stored at −80 °C, and the levels of
oxidative biomarkers in all groups were assayed in lysates from
BLA tissues simultaneously. Commercial kits purchased from
Biovision, Inc. (Mountain View, CA, US) were used to examine
the levels of GSH and glutathione disulfide (GSSG); kits from
Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute (Nanjing, China) were
used to assess the levels of malonaldehyde (MDA) and the
activities of superoxide dismutase (SOD), GSH peroxidase (GPx)
and catalase (CAT) as previously described [34, 50]. All procedures
were conducted in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Total thiol and protein concentration assays
The total thiol assay was performed using the DTNB method
described in our previous research [34]. In brief, protein samples
were extracted from rat amygdala slices; then, the rat amygdala
was homogenized in ice-cold extraction buffer consisting of 50
mM Tris-base (pH 7.4), 100mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 10 mM EDTA, 20
mM NaF, 1 mM PMSF, 3 mM Na3VO4 and protease inhibitors. The
reaction was started by the addition of DTNB and then oxidized
(disulfide), generating a yellow derivative (TNB) whose absorption
was measured at 412 nm. The protein concentration of the
supernatant was determined using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce
Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA) The results were reported as
μmol TNB per mg of protein.

Electrophysiological recording
Transverse LA slices (350 μm) were obtained from adult rats as
described in our previous studies with some modifications [49].
Briefly, brain slices were cut with a vibratome (VT 1000 S; Leica,
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Wetzlar, Germany) after recovery of the tissue in artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) for at least 1 h at room temperature
(25 ± 1 °C). Then, an individual slice was transferred to a
submerged recording chamber and superfused with aCSF at
room temperature (30 ± 1 °C) at a rate of 3–4mL/min. Field
excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) were recorded in
thalamic inputs in response to stimuli at a frequency of 0.033 Hz
using a 3 M NaCl-filled glass electrode (3–5 MΩ) placed within the
LA. To evoke LTP, high-frequency stimulation (HFS) was induced
after recording fEPSPs for at least 15min. HFS consisted of three
trains of 100 pulses at 100 Hz separated by 30 s and delivered at
test intensity. A test with a single pulse was then resumed for 90
min to determine the level of stable LTP. LTP data were acquired
without parallel recordings from a nontetanized control pathway.
NMDAR-dependent LTD was induced by low-frequency stimula-
tion (LFS) (900 pulse/1 Hz) after recording at baseline for 20 min.
Then, fEPSPs were continuously recorded from the brain slices for
another 60 min. The input–output relationship (IOR) for synaptic
transmission was constructed by varying the intensity of single-
pulse stimulation. Paired stimuli (25-, 50-, 75-, and 100 ms
intervals) were delivered to the lateral nucleus, and paired-pulse
facilitation (PPF) was calculated as the ratio between the mean
slope of the second fEPSP (fEPSP2) and that of the first fEPSP
(fEPSP1).
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from BLA neurons were

visualized with infrared optics using an upright microscope
equipped with a 40× water-immersion lens and an infrared-
sensitive CCD camera (BX51WI; Olympus) as previously described
[51]. EPSCs were evoked by electrical stimulation of axons in the
stratum radiatum (0.033 Hz) in the presence of picrotoxin (100
μM). The pipette (input resistance: 5–7 MΩ) solution consisted of
105mM K-gluconate, 30 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM phospho-
creatine, 4 mM ATP-Mg, 0.3 mM GTP-Na, 0.3 mM EGTA, and 5mM
QX314 (pH 7.35). TTX (1 µM) was added to the bath solution when
recording mEPSCs. NMDA-mediated EPSCs were recorded at −70
mV in 0.1 mM Mg2+ aCSF supplemented with the AMPAR
antagonist 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline- 2,3-dione (CNQX, 20 μM).
Data were collected when series resistance fluctuated within 20%
of the initial values (20–40 MΩ), were filtered at 1 kHz, and were
sampled at 10 kHz.

Meta-analysis
Two independent researchers, G XL and W PF, searched for
available studies published through March 2018 in the PubMed,
Embase, Web of Science, CNKI and Wangfang databases. The
search was performed by using the search terms: (Anxiety
Disorder OR Disorder, Anxiety OR Disorders, Anxiety OR Neuroses,
Anxiety OR Anxiety Neuroses OR Anxiety States, Neurotic OR
Anxiety State, Neurotic OR Neurotic Anxiety State OR Neurotic
Anxiety States OR State, Neurotic Anxiety OR States, Neurotic
Anxiety) AND (Peroxidase, Glutathione OR Selenoglutathione
Peroxidase OR Peroxidase, Selenoglutathione OR Glutathione
Lipoperoxidase OR Lipoperoxidase, Glutathione) OR (Propanedial
OR Malonyldialdehyde OR MDA OR Malonylaldehyde OR Sodium
Malondialdehyde OR Malondialdehyde, Sodium) OR (Dismutase,
Superoxide OR Erythrocuprein OR Hemocuprein OR Mn-SOD OR
Mn SOD OR Manganese SOD OR Dismutase, Manganese Super-
oxide OR SOD, Manganese OR Mn-SOD OR Mn SOD) OR (Catalase
T OR Mn Catalase OR Manganese Catalase OR Catalase A). The
titles and abstracts of studies found by the search strategy were
screened to determine whether the studies were potentially
eligible for inclusion in this meta-analysis.
The studies fulfilling the initial screening were examined based

on the inclusion criteria used in this analysis, including studies that
(1) enrolled patients with anxiety disorder diagnoses such as social
phobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, PTSD, panic disorder and
general anxiety disorder; (2) used blood samples to measure any
of the following oxidative stress indices: GPx, MDA, SOD or CAT; (3)

had a dataset that did not overlap with other studies; (4) enrolled
patients diagnosed by a psychiatrist; and (5) assayed the blood
biomarkers in HC as well.
The first purpose of the current meta-analysis was to compare

levels of oxidative stress markers, including GPx, MDA, SOD and
CAT, between patients with anxiety disorders and healthy control
subjects. Second, we examined the biomarker levels of anxiety
patients and relevant control subjects using subgroup analysis. For
all analyses, P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All
meta-analyses were completed with the statistical software R
(http://www.r-project.org) with the meta package.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using SPSS 18.0 software (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, USA), and data are presented as the mean ± SEM.
All statistical results and tests used are included in the figure
legends. Sample size was chosen based on prior experience. Data
were evaluated by an independent samples t-test or one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) as appropriate. To compare freezing
rate at the time points relative to fear extinction or administration
of drugs between groups, two-way repeated measures ANOVA
was used. After ANOVA, least significant difference (LSD) post hoc
analysis was used to compare the differences between groups.
The correlation between GSSG/GSH and freezing rate was
compared with Pearson correlation analysis. Other results from
the fear conditioning test and the level of stable LTP(or LTD) were
statistically evaluated using Student’s t test. A P value < 0.05 was
considered significant.

RESULTS
A meta-analysis of published clinical data supports a link between
redox homeostasis and fear-related anxiety disorders
We first searched online databases for records about the
association between redox homeostasis and fear-related anxiety
disorders, including obsessive-compulsive disorder, posttraumatic
stress disorder, general anxiety disorder, social phobia, and panic
disorder. The search strategy yielded 275 results. There were 229
records left after duplicates were removed. Of these, 185 records
were excluded because the study used nonhuman subjects (n=
161), the topic was irrelevant to our work (n= 9), or the article was
not published in English (n= 15). Forty-four full-text studies were
downloaded for eligibility screening. However, of these 44 studies,
eight studies did not provide original data, five studies did not
include healthy controls (HCs), eight studies were not published in
peer-reviewed journals, and two studies used the same set of
patients. Finally, 21 studies that assessed the association between
oxidative stress biomarkers and fear-related anxiety disorders
were included (the basic information is shown in Table S1). The
process of the meta-analysis is presented in Fig. 1a.
MDA is an important biomarker of oxidative stress. Nineteen

studies examined the association between MDA and fear-related
anxiety disorders. In total, 643 patients and 638 healthy controls
(HCs) were included. The difference between patients and HCs is
shown as standardized mean differences (SMDs). The meta-
analysis results indicated that patients with anxiety disorders had
higher levels of MDA than HCs (SMD= 2.41, 95% CI, 1.58–3.24, P <
0.01, shown in Fig. 1b). The influential analysis showed that the
result remained unchanged when any individual study was
omitted (shown in Fig. S1), indicating that the result was stable.
Next, we used a funnel plot to display the publication bias, as
shown in Fig. S1. Egger’s linear regression test was used to
evaluate the asymmetry of the funnel plot (t= 1.7179, df= 15,
P value= 0.1064), which showed no significant publication bias.
The I2 value showed large heterogeneity, so we used a random-
effects model to examine the SMD of the analysis. We next used
subgroup analysis to measure the MDA content in each subtype of
anxiety disorder and found that all anxiety disorders, except
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obsessive-compulsive disorder (SMD= 1.16, 95% CI, −0.47–2.78),
exhibited a strong and significant association with MDA content
(shown in Table S2).
Ten studies were included in the analysis of the association

between GPx activity and anxiety disorders. The results showed no
significant difference in GPx activity between patients and HCs
(SMD= 0.04, 95% CI, −0.91–0.98, P= 0.94, shown in Fig. 1c). As
shown in Fig. S2a-b, no significant difference was found in the
meta-analysis of either rCAT or SOD (SMD=−0.62, 95% CI,
−1.54–0.30, P= 0.19; SMD=−0.22, 95% CI, −1.15–0.70, P= 0.67).

Sustained imbalance of redox homeostasis in the BLA of
extinction-deficit rats
We next sought to determine the correlation between fear
behavior and GSH redox homeostasis in the BLA. The scheme of
the experiment for fear conditioning is shown in Fig. 2a. Rats were
trained in context A on Day 1 (termed Cond) and in extinction
training in context B on Day 2. The percentage of time spent
freezing in context B was measured during tone presentation on
day 3 (that of naïve or Cond was also measured). However, a
proportion (12 out of 29) of rats that were trained on 1.2 mA
exhibited a high freezing rate after extinction (freezing rate ≥50%,
Fig. 2b). In our experiments, the mean freezing after extinction
learning was 49% ± 4%.We defined animals with an average
freezing duration greater than the median (50%) as having an
extinction deficit (Ext deficit) according to previous studies [6] and
use freezing >50% after extinction learning as a standard of
extinction deficit. Previous reports also indicated that extinction
training induced a fast decline in freezing in most animals, while a
freezing level >50% persisted in high-anxiety rats or a genetic
mouse model with a profound impairment in fear extinction
[52, 53]. According to this standard, approximately one-third (12
out of 29) of rats were defined as having an extinction deficit, and

this rate was close to that in a published study [7]. To eliminate the
presence of the current intensity effect on the freezing response,
we applied milder foot shock conditioning (0.75 mA) and
examined extinction learning (Fig. S3a-b). The results were similar
to those seen when stronger conditioning was employed: rats
showed normal conditioning, and only a proportion of the rats (5
out of 20 rats) showed Ext deficit.
We found that changes in the GSH level in fear-conditioned rats

(Fig. S4a, ANOVA F(3,36)= 69.48, P < 0.01) were characterized by a
significant and sustained decline at 0.5 (post hoc LSD, t= 13.13,
P < 0.01 compared to the naïve group), 4 (post hoc LSD, t= 11.70,
P < 0.01 compared to the naïve group) and 24 h after conditioning
(post hoc LSD, t= 9.045, P < 0.01 vs. the naïve group). On the
other hand, fear conditioning induced a significant increase in the
GSSG level at 0.5 h after conditioning (ANOVA F(3,36)= 1.42, P >
0.05; post hoc LSD, t= 3.03, P < 0.01 compared to controls), but
this level decreased (post hoc LSD, t= 2.33, P < 0.05 compared to
that at 0.5 h) 24 h after conditioning (Fig. S4b), which may have
resulted from a depletion of endogenous GSH levels.
Then, we collected the BLA tissue 0.5 h after home cage

adaptation for the naïve group, 0.5 h after fear conditioning for
the Cond group, and 0.5 h after extinction recall for the Ext and Ext
deficit groups to observe the effect of extinction on oxidative
biomarkers, including GSH, GSSG, GPx, MDA, total thiol, SOD and
CAT. Tissues were stored at −80 °C, and the levels of oxidative
biomarkers in all groups were assayed in lysates from BLA tissues.
We found that after fear conditioning, most oxidative biomarkers
examined in the BLA were altered, including a decrease in GSH
levels (7.21 ± 0.52 nmol/mg protein in the naïve group vs. 3.60 ±
0.98 nmol/mg protein in the Cond group, n= 10, ANOVA F(3,36)=
49.10, P < 0.01, post hoc LSD, t= 11.48, P < 0.01, Fig. 2c) and an
increase in GSSG levels (0.14 ± 0.04 nmol/mg protein in the naive
group vs. 0.23 ± 0.03 nmol/mg protein in the Cond group, n= 10,

Fig. 1 Meta-analysis of published clinical data supports a link between redox homeostasis and fear-related disorders. a Flow diagram of
the screened and included studies. b Forest plot of the studies on the association between MDA content in blood samples and fear-related
anxiety by meta-analysis with the random-effects analysis. c Forest plot of the studies on the association between GPx activity in blood
samples and fear-related anxiety by meta-analysis with the random-effects analysis. SMD= standardized mean differences.
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ANOVA F(3,36)= 11.13, P < 0.01, post hoc LSD, t= 5.58, P < 0.01,
Fig. 2d). Moreover, GSH and GSSG levels remained unchanged
in the hippocampus and mPFC in response to fear training (Fig. 2e,
t= 0.29 and 0.16, p > 0.05; Fig. 2f, t= 0.27 and 1.28, P > 0.05; n=
8). GPx activity (32.5 ± 4.2 pmol·min−1·mg−1 protein in the control
group vs. 48.7 ± 3.2 pmol·min−1·mg−1 protein in the Cond group,
n= 10, ANOVA F(3,36)= 32.55, P < 0.01, post hoc LSD, t= 9.08, P <
0.01, Fig. 2g) and MDA content (1.23 ± 0.17 nmol/mg protein in
the control group vs. 1.72 ± 0.25 nmol/mg protein in the Cond
group, n= 6, ANOVA F(3,20= 4.06, P < 0.05; post hoc LSD, t= 2.83,
P < 0.05, Fig. 2h) in the BLA also increased after fear training. The
activity levels of two additional antioxidant enzymes, SOD and
CAT (Fig.2i-j), were examined. Only the activity level of CAT
exhibited a significant increase in response to fear conditioning
(3.6 ± 0.7 U/mg protein in control group vs. 5.2 ± 0.7 U/mg protein
in the Cond group, n= 8, ANOVA, F(3,28)= 4.50, P < 0.05; post hoc
LSD, t= 2.59, P < 0.05). After extinction, the changes in
the majority of altered oxidative biomarkers were reversed
(Fig. 2c-k). However, in the Ext deficit groups, a decreased GSH
level (6.11 ± 0.61 nmol/mg protein in the Ext group and 4.37 ± 0.53
in the Ext deficit group, n= 10, post hoc LSD, t= 3.94, P < 0.01,

Fig. 2c), increased GPx activity (36.1 ± 3.2 pmol·min−1mg−1 protein
in the Ext group and 42.3 ± 3.5 pmol·min−1·mg−1 protein in the
Ext deficit group, n= 10, post hoc LSD, t= 2.59, P < 0.05, Fig. 2g)
and reduced total thiol content (52.3 ± 3.7 μmol/mg protein in the
Ext group and 44.2 ± 3.2 in the Ext deficit group, n= 8, ANOVA
F(3,28)= 8.52, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 2.16, P < 0.05, Fig. 2k) were
observed compared to those in the Ext group. These data indicate
that altered oxidative biomarkers may underlie resistance to fear
extinction.

Redox imbalance in BLA through disruption of GSH homeostasis
impairs extinction
Previous reports indicated that GSH peroxidase and/or GSH
reductase play important roles in the genesis of anxiety [37, 45–
47]. The decrease in GSH levels after fear stressor exposure lasted
for at least 24 h (Fig. S4). We normalized the ratio of GSSG/GSH
levels in different groups and found that the GSSG/GSH ratio in
the extinction deficit group was higher than that in the extinction
group (Fig. 3a, 1.63 ± 0.22 in the Ext Deficit group vs. 1.26 ± 0.20 in
the Ext group, n= 10, ANOVA, F(3,36)= 21.02, P < 0.01, post hoc
LSD, t= 2.34, P < 0.05). Next, we performed a Pearson’s correlation

Fig. 2 Sustained imbalance of redox homeostasis in the BLA of extinction-deficit rats. a Experimental protocols of the cue-induced fear
conditioning paradigm. b The percentage of freezing during 4 CS-alone trials. The rats that showed a high freezing rate (≥50%) were defined
as Ext Deficit. c, d GSH and GSSG contents in rat BLA tissues after fear conditioning were detected (n= 10). e, f GSH and GSSG contents were
assayed in the hippocampus or mPFC of rats after fear conditioning (n= 8). g–k Oxidative biomarkers, including GPx, MDA, SOD, CAT and total
thiol, were measured in rat BLA tissues after fear conditioning (n= 8–10). All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs. the
naïve group; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01 vs. the Cond group; $P < 0.05, $$P < 0.01 vs. the Ext group. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA with a post
hoc LSD test.
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test and found that the correlation between GSSG/GSH levels and
freezing rate was significant (Fig. 3b, Pearson correlation
coefficient= 0.516, P < 0.01), indicating that rats with a high
GSSG/GSH ratio exhibited a high freezing rate. To determine
whether altered GSH homeostasis in the BLA contributes to
deficits in fear extinction, we used chemical tools to deplete GSH
levels in the BLA. BSO is an inhibitor of γ-glutamylcysteine
synthetase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the GSH synthesis path-
way, that leads to GSH depletion [54, 55]. After fear training, aCSF
or BSO was injected into the BLA (once per day, with the first time
being 24 h after training and the last time being half an hour
before extinction, as shown in Fig. 3c), and extinction was
performed after 3 days. BSO injection significantly depleted GSH
in the BLA (from 6.91 ± 0.52 nmol/mg protein in the aCSF group to

4.98 ± 0.31 nmol/mg protein in the BSO group, n= 12, t= 11.32,
P < 0.01, Fig. 3d). Two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a
main effect of trials (F(5,18= 21.547, P < 0.01), with post hoc tests
confirming a significant increase in freezing in the last 3 trial
blocks (Fig. 3e, P < 0.05, P < 0.01). The freezing rates on extinction
recall days increased from 45% ± 7% in the aCSF group to 72% ±
8% in the BSO group (n= 12, t= 6.19, P < 0.01, Fig. 3f). Diamide, a
thiol-oxidizing agent that increases protein glutathiolation [56, 57],
was used to evaluate the relationship between the GSH system
and fear extinction. Injection of diamide significantly depleted
GSH in the BLA (Fig. 3g, from 7.34 ± 0.62 nmol/mg protein in the
aCSF group to 5.21 ± 0.57 in the diamide group, n= 12, t= 7.77,
P < 0.01). Repeated measures ANOVA identified a main effect of
trials (Fig. 3h, F(5,18)= 27.382, P < 0.01), with post hoc tests

Fig. 3 Imbalance of redox homeostasis in the BLA by disrupted GSH function impairs extinction. a The normalized ratio of GSSG/GSH is
illustrated by the column graph (n= 10, **P < 0.01 vs. the naïve group, #P < 0.05 vs. the Cond group). b The association between the freezing
rate and the GSSG/GSH ratio was assayed by Pearson correlation test (r= 0.516, P < 0.01). c The experimental protocols of BSO (1mM, 0.5 μL)
or diamide (300 μM, 0.5 μL) intra-BLA infusion. Rats received an infusion once per day (the first time was 24 h after training, and the last time
was half an hour before extinction). d The GSH assay was performed 30min after extinction recall (n= 12, **P < 0.01 vs. the aCSF group). e, f
Rats received fear extinction in context B at 24 h after the last intra-BLA infusion of BSO or aCSF (n= 12, F(5,18)= 21.547, P < 0.01 for time ×
group interaction, post hoc LSD, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). The freezing rate on extinction recall days was measured (n= 12, **P < 0.01 vs. aCSF
group). g The GSH assay was performed at 30min after extinction recall (n= 12, **P < 0.01 vs. the aCSF group). h Rats received fear extinction
in context B at 24 h after the last intra-BLA infusion of diamide or aCSF (n= 12, F(5,18)= 27.382, P < 0.01 for time × group interaction, post hoc
LSD, **P < 0.01). i Fear memory was assessed at 24 h after the extinction session by placing the animals in context B and measuring
conditional freezing during tone presentation (n= 12, **P < 0.01 vs. aCSF group). All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Data were
analyzed by one-way ANOVA with a post hoc LSD test.
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confirming a significant increase in freezing in the last 2 trial blocks
(P < 0.01). The freezing rates on the extinction testing day increased
from 47%± 6% in the control group to 80% ± 5% in the diamide
group (n= 12, t= 10.70, P < 0.01, Fig. 3i). These data suggest that
GSH homeostasis may play a critical role in fear extinction.

Redox imbalance in the BLA triggers NMDAR hypofunction
In our previous study, we found that oxidative status is important
for NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity [34]. Herein, we tested
whether the disruption of GSH homeostasis underlies the
impairment of LTP in the BLA. After incubation with aCSF, DTT
or DTNB for 30 min, the GSH/GSSG content of BLA tissue was
measured. The GSH content changed from 7.42 ± 0.52 nmol/mg
protein to 10.23 ± 1.21 nmol/mg protein (DTT group) and 4.78 ±
1.76 nmol/mg protein (DTNB group) (Fig. 4a, n= 8–10 from at
least three rats, F(2,24)= 77.41, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD t= 2.50, P <
0.05 vs. control; t= 4.96, P < 0.01 vs. control). GSSG levels changed
significantly in the presence of DTT and DTNB, from 0.12 ± 0.03
nmol/mg protein in the control group to 0.07 ± 0.03 nmol/mg
protein and 0.21 ± 0.05 nmol/mg protein, respectively (Fig. 4b,
n= 8–10, ANOVA F(2,24)= 26.88, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 2.35,
P < 0.05 vs. control and t= 4.99, P < 0.01 vs. control).

As shown in Fig. S5a-b, bath application of DTT (50 μM)
or DTNB (100 μM) did not induce any alterations in basal
fEPSPs in rat slices (n= 8 slices from at least 3 rats). Next,
we confirmed this finding using HFS, consisting of five trains at
100 Hz for 1 s with 90 s intermission between trains to introduce
LTP into the BLA. A significant change in NMDAR-dependent
LTP in the BLA in response to DTT or DTNB treatment (control
133% ± 4%; DTT 162% ± 3%; DTNB 102% ± 4%,ANOVA F(2,21)=
290.40, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 12.37 or 11.73, P < 0.01 vs.
control group, Fig. 4c-d) was observed. The IOR curves were
compared among the control, DTT-treated and DTNB-
treated groups, and no significant change was observed (Fig. 4e).
PPF, an indicator of presynaptic neurotransmitter release, was
measured, and no obvious change was observed (Fig. 4f),
indicating that the impairment of LTP is unlikely to be ascribed
to the alteration of presynaptic neurotransmitter release but
rather to a change in postsynaptic responsiveness. We found that
DTT significantly increased the amplitude of NMDAR currents to
168% ± 19% of baseline (n= 8 from 5 rats, P < 0.01). Moreover,
NMDAR currents in the DTNB-treated group decreased to 58% ±
6% of baseline (n= 6 from 3 rats, ANOVA F(2, 16)= 14.27, P < 0.01;
post hoc LSD, t= 3.02 or 2.87, P < 0.01, Fig. 4g-i).

Fig. 4 Redox imbalance in the BLA triggers NMDAR hypofunction. a–b The GSH/GSSG contents in rat BLA slices were measured after 30min
of perfusion in aCSF with DTT or DTNB (n= 8–10, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). c Slices were treated with DTT (50 μM) or DTNB (100 μM) 10min after
recording. Then, the time-course of long-term potentiation (LTP) was induced by HFS in the BLA (n= 8–10 slices). d Bar graph illustrating the
mean increase in fEPSPs slope averaged from the last 15min in each group (**P < 0.01 vs. control). e I-O curve of DTT-, DTNB- or vehicle-
incubated slices is shown (n= 8 slices from 3 rats at least). f Paired-pulse facilitation of DTT-, DTNB- or vehicle-incubated slices is shown (n=
8 slices from 3 rats at least). Insets are representative fEPSPs evoked by paired pulses delivered 25ms apart (n= 8 slices). g Example data
showing that DTT (50 μM) or DTNB (100 μM) application significantly changed evoked NMDAR-mediated currents in the thalamo-LA pathway.
h NMDAR-EPSCs recorded at the time points indicated on the graph (n= 8). i Bar diagram showing the averaged amplitudes of NMDAR-EPSCs
in each group (n= 8 slices from 5 rats for each group; **P < 0.01 vs. control). All data are mean ± SEM. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA
with a post hoc LSD test.
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Reversal of NMDAR hypofunction in the BLA by reestablishing
redox homeostasis predicts extinction
NMDAR function is essential for fear extinction. Basolateral
synapses on intercalated neurons can express NMDA-dependent
LTP and LTD, which may serve as a critical locus of plasticity for
the extinction of conditioned fear responses [25, 58]. Previous
reports have indicated that fear conditioning inhibits NMDAR-
dependent LTP in the BLA [28]. In our study, we also confirmed
this finding using HFS-induced LTP in the BLA. Consistent with
previous reports, a significant suppression of NMDAR-dependent

LTP in the BLA was observed after fear conditioning (control
142% ± 3%; Cond group 117% ± 8%, ANOVA F(3, 32)= 38.12, P <
0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 7.51, P < 0.01 vs. control group, Fig. 5a, b).
Furthermore, we found that extinction regenerated NMDAR-
dependent LTP in the BLA, but in the Ext deficit rats, sustained
inhibition of NMDAR-dependent LTP was observed (control
142% ± 3%; Ext deficit group 113% ± 5%, n= 10, post hoc LSD,
t= 8.58, P < 0.01 vs. control group, Fig. 5a, b). Considering the
possible role of redox status in extinction defects, we investigated
the effect of DTT on LTP inhibition in extinction-deficit rats.

Fig. 5 Recovery of NMDAR hypofunction in the BLA by reestablishing redox homeostasis predicts extinction. a Time course of LTP
induced by HFS in naïve rats (n= 8 slices), rats that received fear conditioning (Cond, n= 8 slices) and rats that received extinction learning
(Ext, n= 10 slices). b Bar graph illustrating the mean increase in fEPSP slope averaged from the last 15min in each group (**P < 0.01 vs. naïve,
#P < 0.05 vs. Cond). c Time course of long-term potentiation (LTP) induced by HFS in rats in the Ext group (n= 10 slices) or Ext deficit+DTT
group (n= 10 slices). d Bar graph illustrating the mean increase in fEPSP slope averaged from the last 15min in each group (**P < 0.01 vs. Ext
deficit). e Time-course of long-term depression (LTD) induced by LFS in naïve rats (n= 8 slices) and in rats that received fear conditioning
(Cond, n= 8 slices). f Bar graph illustrating the mean fEPSPs slope averaged from last 15min in each group (**P < 0.01 vs. Naïve group).
g Time-course of LTD induced by LFS in rats in the Ext group (n= 8 slices), Ext deficit group (n= 8 slices), or Ext deficit+DTT group (n=
8 slices). h Bar graph illustrating the mean fEPSPs slope averaged from the last 15 min in each group (**P < 0.01 vs. Ext group, ##P < 0.01 vs. Ext
deficit group). i, j GSH and GSSG contents were detected 30min after treatment with different drugsfor 30min (n= 8 slices, **P < 0.01 vs.
saline group, #P < 0.05, ##P<0.01 vs. BSO group). k Time course of LTP induced by HFS in rat brain slices treated with saline (n= 8 slices), BSO
(n= 8 slices), diamide or BSO+DTT (n= 8 slices). l Bar graph illustrating the mean increase in fEPSP slope averaged from the last 15min in
each group (**P < 0.01 vs. saline, ##P < 0.01 vs. BSO). All slices used in the electrophysiological experiments were harvested from at least 4 rats.
Student’s t test and one-way ANOVA with post hoc LSD test were used for analysis as appropriate. All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.
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As shown in Fig. 5c and d, DTT rescued LTP from 115% ± 8% in the
Ext deficit group to 139% ± 9% in the Ext deficit+ DTT group (n=
8, t= 3.78, P < 0.05). The IOR was not significantly altered
compared to that of the naïve group (n= 8 slices from at least
3 rats; Fig. S6a). The PPF was measured, and no obvious change
was observed (Fig. S6b), indicating that presynaptic neurotrans-
mitter release was not significantly altered.
Then, we observed the effect of fear conditioning and

extinction on LTD. After fear conditioning, we failed to induce
NMDAR-dependent LTD in the BLA by a LFS at 1 Hz for 15 min
(naïve group 82% ± 5%, Cond group 100% ± 3%; n= 8, t= 10.80,
P < 0.01 vs. control group, Fig. 5e, f). Likewise, extinction
regenerated NMDAR-dependent LTD in the BLA, but in the Ext
deficit rats, sustained inhibition of NMDAR-dependent LTD was
observed (Ext group 79% ± 4%; Ext deficit group 94% ± 5%, n= 8,
ANOVA F(2, 21)= 25.84, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 5.20, P < 0.01 vs.
control group, Fig. 5g, h). Considering the possible role of redox
status in extinction defects, we investigated the effect of DTT on
LTD impairments in extinction-deficit rats. DTT rescued LTD from
94% ± 5% in the Ext deficit group to 76% ± 4% in the Ext deficit+
DTT group (n= 8, post hoc LSD, t= 6.89, P < 0.05, Fig. 5g, h).
We further investigated whether redox imbalance mimics the

effect of fear conditioning on LTP. BSO (1 mM) or diamide
(300 μM) was added to the perfusion buffer of rat brain slices
30min before recording. The GSH content changed from 7.34 ±
0.62 nmol/mg protein to 5.31 ± 0.71 nmol/mg protein (BSO group)
and 5.21 ± 0.57 nmol/mg protein (diamide group) (Fig. 5i, n= 8
from 3 rats at least, ANOVA F(3, 28)= 18.11, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD,
t= 5.40 or 5.36, P < 0.01). GSSG levels significantly increased in the
presence of BSO or diamide, from 0.12 ± 0.03 nmol/mg protein in
the control group to 0.21 ± 0.04 nmol/mg protein and 0.24 ± 0.06
nmol/mg protein, respectively (Fig. 5j, n= 8–10 from 3 rats,
ANOVA F(3,31)= 13.31, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 39.58 or 55.34,
P < 0.01). However, neither BSO nor diamide changed the basal
fEPSP in rat slices (Fig. S5c-d, n= 8 slices from at least 3 rats).
After BSO/diamide incubation, a significant change in NMDAR-

dependent LTP in the BLA was observed (control 133% ± 2%; BSO
107% ± 9%; diamide 102% ± 6%, n= 8 slices from at least 3 rats,
ANOVA F(3, 28)= 38.69, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 6.55 or 7.47, P <
0.01 vs. control group, Fig. 5k, l). Next, we tested whether DTT
could reverse GSH depletion by BSO. As shown in Fig. 5g and h,
DTT increased the GSH content from 5.31 ± 0.71 nmol/mg protein
to 7.78 ± 1.26 (n= 8, post hoc LSD, t= 5.06, P < 0.01, BSO+ DTT
group vs. BSO group) and decreased the GSSG content from 0.21
± 0.04 nmol/mg protein to 0.14 ± 0.02 (n= 8, post hoc LSD, t=
2.41, P < 0.05, BSO+ DTT group vs. BSO group). Next, bath
application of the reductant DTT (50 μM) 10min after recording
reversed the BSO-induced impairment of plasticity in brain slices.
The amplitude of LTP was reversed from 107% ± 9% to 137% ± 2%
(n= 8 from 4 rats, F(3, 28)= 38.69, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 7.64,
P < 0.01, BSO+ DTT group vs. BSO group, Fig. 5k-l). Moreover, the
IOR and PPR of the BSO, diamide and BSO+ DTT groups remained
unchanged (n= 8–10, Fig. S6c-d).

Pharmacologically reestablishing GSH homeostasis in the BLA
facilitates extinction of cued fear memory
Subsequently, we investigated whether targeting the GSH
imbalance in the BLA facilitates the extinction of cued fear
memory. First, we observed the effect on fear extinction by
supplementation with NAC in drinking water, which has been
suggested to increase GSH in vivo [59, 60]. As shown in Fig. 6a,
NAC (200mg/L) or vehicle was added to drinking water, which
was supplied ad libitum for 3 days after fear conditioning. After
the rats drank water with NAC or vehicle for 3 days, extinction was
performed. The GSSG content in the NAC group (0.14 ± 0.03 nmol/
mg protein) was significantly lower than that in the vehicle group
(0.18 ± 0.02 nmol/mg protein, n= 10, ANOVA, F(3, 36)= 36.10, P <
0.01; post hoc LSD, t= 5.77, P < 0.01, Fig. 6c). Two-way repeated

measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of trials (n= 12 and 29,
F(5,35)= 43.575, P < 0.01), with post hoc tests confirming a
significant increase in the freezing rate in trials 2 and 3 (P < 0.05,
P < 0.01, Fig. 6d). After extinction, the freezing rate decreased
significantly in the Ext+ NAC group (49% ± 4% in the Ext+
vehicle group, 35% ± 3% in the Ext+ NAC group, n= 12–29 in
each group, ANOVA, F(3, 78)= 85.21, P < 0.01; post hoc LSD, t=
2.17, P < 0.05 Ext+ vehicle vs. Ext+ NAC, Fig. 6e). During
extinction, we examined the effect of DTT infusion into the BLA
on fear extinction to confirm the role of GSH in the BLA in contrast
to other brain areas (Fig. 6f). Extinction training was performed
3 days after DTT infusion (the first infusion was 24 h after fear
conditioning, and the last infusion was half an hour before fear
extinction). DTT did not affect GSH levels (Fig. 6g), but it mimicked
the redox function of GSH. As shown in Fig. 6h, two-way repeated
measures ANOVA identified a main effect of trials (F(5,18)= 21.848,
P< 0.01), with post hoc tests confirming a significant increase in
freezing rate in trials 3 and 4 (P < 0.05, P < 0.01). The freezing rate
on extinction recall day decreased significantly in the DTT group
(44% ± 7% in aCSF group vs. 32% ± 6% in DTT group, n= 12, t=
2.56, P < 0.05, Fig. 6i).
To exclude the possibility that nociception is altered by redox

status, pain thresholds during electric foot shock stimulation were
examined. There were no differences in vocalization or jump
response to gradually increased intensity of electric shock among
rats in the control, BSO-treated or diamide-treated groups (n= 8,
Fig. S7a), indicating that the impairment of fear memory is not due
to pain sensitivity alterations. Similarly, no significant difference
was observed between rats in the control, DTT-treated or NAC-
treated groups (n= 8, Fig. S7b).

DISCUSSION
Emerging evidence has revealed that oxidative stress may be
involved in the pathophysiology of psychiatric diseases; however,
much less is known about the mechanisms coupling oxidative
stress with aberrant behavior. In the present study, we demon-
strated that impaired GSH homeostasis in the BLA, a brain region
that is crucial in the regulation of fear memory, blocks the
extinction of fear memory by triggering redox-dependent NMDAR
hypofunction. Importantly, pharmacologically reestablishing GSH
homeostasis facilitated fear extinction, which may represent a
novel strategy for therapy in panic disorder and other psychiatric
diseases (Fig. 7). Further support for this hypothesis comes from a
finding of our comprehensive meta-analysis of published data
indicating that oxidative biomarkers, such as MDA, were
significantly elevated in the blood of patients with fear-related
anxiety disorders. Our data highlight the therapeutic and
preventive value of GSH supplementation in fear-related psychia-
tric diseases.
Fear conditioning is a compelling platform for investigating

fear-related behavior. In this paradigm, a neutral CS, such as a
tone, acquires the capacity to induce fear responses after being
associated with an aversive US, such as a foot shock. Fear
extinction, a process wherein the CS is repeatedly presented in the
absence of the US to diminish conditioned fear responses, has
proven valuable as a translational assay for studying the
mechanisms underlying cognitive behavioral therapy of fear-
related diseases [2, 3]. We trained rats with 1.2 mA electronic
stimuli on the fear training day. Approximately one-third of the
rats exhibited a freezing rate >50% after extinction, which was
consistent with previous studies [7] and defined as extinction
deficits. We focused on fear-related oxidative stress in the BLA
because most available evidence points to the BLA as a major site
of subsequent plasticity changes related to fear memory and
extinction [25, 58, 61–63]. Control over fear behavior relies on the
activation of specific prefrontal projections to the BLA, which may
excite more principal neurons in the BLA and evoke fear
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responses. The principal neurons of the BLA are glutamatergic,
and their excitation may trigger glutamate-dependent ROS
generation via various pathways [64–66]. In our study, a similar
increase in MDA levels in experimental extinction deficits and
clinical fear-related anxiety disorders indicates that redox status
may represent a potential mechanism underlying the individual
differences in the development of uncontrollable fear in responses
to traumatic stressors. Interestingly, although all fear-exposed rats
displayed elevated oxidative stress in the BLA, after extinction

learning, increases in the levels of oxidative biomarkers, such as
GSH, GSSG, GPx and total thiols, were reversed in the extinction
rats but not in the extinction-resistant rats. Levels of the main
endogenous antioxidant, GSH, decreased with the freezing rate.
Therefore, we hypothesized that the recovery of redox home-
ostasis in the BLA may be essential for fear extinction. This point
was confirmed by the phenomenon in which compounds that
mimic the impairment of GSH homeostasis in extinction-resistant
rats, such as BSO, an inhibitor of γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, or

Fig. 7 Schematic model. Hypothesis for the role of redox homeostasis underlying individual differences in learned fear inhibition.

Fig. 6 Pharmacologically reestablishing GSH homeostasis in the BLA facilitates the extinction of cued fear memory. a Experimental
protocols of NAC/vehicle treatment. NAC or vehicle was added to the drinking water of rats for 3 days. b,c GSH and GSSG contents were
detected after fear conditioning (n= 10, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs. naïve group; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01 vs. Cond group). d Rats in each group
received auditory fear extinction in context B after 3 days of treatment with NAC/vehicle water (n= 12 and 29, two-way ANOVA F(5,35)=
43.575, P < 0.01, post hoc LSD test *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). e The percentage of freezing during 4 CS-alone trials (n= 12–29, $P < 0.05 Ext + NAC
vs. Ext+Vehicle). f Experimental protocols of rats with DTT or aCSF intra-BLA infusion. g DTT intra-BLA infusion reversed the change in GSH
content in the BLA. The GSH assay was performed 30min after extinction recall. h Rats of each group received auditory fear extinction in
context B after a 3-day treatment with NAC/vehicle water (n= 12, two-way ANOVA, F(5,18)= 21.848, P < 0.01, post hoc LSD test *P < 0.05, **P <
0.01). i Fear memory was assessed 24 h after the extinction session by placing the animals in context B and measuring conditional freezing
during tone presentation (n= 12, *P < 0.05). All data are mean ± SEM. One-way or two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used for analysis as
appropriate, and the LSD method was used as a post hoc test.
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diamide, a selective thiol-oxidizing agent, blocked fear extinction.
Thus, impairment of GSH homeostasis may underlie the mechan-
ism of resistance to fear extinction. It has been reported that
restoring GSH levels may represent a therapeutic strategy for
diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and cancer [25, 59]. In the
present study, pharmacological reestablishment of GSH home-
ostasis in the BLA by DTT injection and NAC supplementation
facilitated fear extinction in rats, raising the possibility of
reestablishing GSH homeostasis in the therapy and prevention
of mental illnesses.
NMDARs in the BLA have been identified as crucial targets for

facilitating fear extinction. In recent years, augmenting NMDARs
with different pharmacological agents, including D-cycloserine,
BDNF, pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide, CGRP
and leptin, to erase fear has drawn increasing interest from
researchers seeking to explore the therapeutic drugs against fear-
related disorders [20–22, 30, 31, 66, 67]. In parallel to a substantial
number of pharmacological findings, much less is known about
the alteration of NMDARs underlying fear-related psychiatric
diseases. It has been demonstrated that learning-induced changes
in NMDAR subunit composition may serve as a mechanism for
maintaining fear memory and preventing fear destabilization
[48, 68–70]. In fear conditioning, very little is known about the role
of endogenous changes in NMDAR subunits. It has long been
recognized that NMDARs are sensitive to redox status. Converging
lines of evidence suggest that oxidative stress inhibits NMDAR
function via direct modifications, whereas thiol reduction aug-
ments NMDAR activity [71–73]. Our previous studies revealed that
reversal of redox status re-established hippocampal synaptic
plasticity in aged animals [34]. In this study, we found that
NMDARs in the BLA were sensitive to redox status, which was
consistent with previous work in other brain regions. Fear training
may induce redox-dependent modifications of NMDARs in the
BLA, including NR1 and NR2A, which mediate the hypofunction of
NMDARs, as indicated by impaired NMDAR-dependent LTP. The
findings that DTT regenerated NMDAR-dependent LTP in the BLA
of extinction-deficit rats confirmed that redox status plays a critical
role in NMDAR hypofunction.
Links between synaptic plasticity in the LA and fear learning are

well established. Fear conditioning induces LTP-like changes in
thalamo-LA synaptic transmission [23–25], which conveys specific CS
information to the LA in discriminative fear learning [26]. Both fear
conditioning- and LTP-induced plasticity share a common molecular
mechanism. Therefore, the molecular basis of NMDAR-dependent
LTP is vital for generating auditory fear conditioning. It should be
noted that auditory fear conditioning occludes LTP at the thalamo-
LA pathway [27, 28]. Memory-encoding synaptic circuits, such as the
LA, are reversibly modified after fear conditioning and become less
plastic, consistent with fear-occluded LTP induction [12–14]. These
alterations may hinder the remaining capacity of new information
storage. Extinction is a learning process that depends on parallel
NMDA-dependent learning that competes with the first process.
Thus, reversal of fear-triggered modifications in synaptic plasticity of
the BLA may facilitate extinction. Our previous work identified
extinction-promoting agents by inducing chemical LTP with agents
such as calcitonin gene-related peptide and leptin or facilitating LTP
depotentiation in the BLA [29, 30]. In this study, we observed that
fear conditioning reversibly inhibited LTP in the thalamo-LA
pathway. In the extinction rats, LTP in the thalamo-LA pathway
was recovered. However, in the extinction-deficit rats, sustained
inhibition of LTP was observed, which might be due to the persistent
redox modifications of NMDARs. In contrast, DTT reversed NMDAR-
dependent LTP in the BLA of extinction-resistant rats and facilitated
fear extinction. These results indicate that an intrinsic linkage may
exist between these two parallel findings. However, more evidence
is required to confirm these findings.
LTD or the depotentiation of fear-induced LTP in the BLA are

also thought to be a process central to the extinction of fear

memories [29, 74]. We found that, like LTP, extinction regenerated
NMDAR-dependent LTD in the BLA, but in Ext-deficient rats,
sustained inhibition of NMDAR-dependent LTD was observed. DTT
rescued LTD from 94% ± 5% in the Ext deficit group to 76% ± 4%,
indicating that a redox-dependent mechanism exists. Although
NMDA hypofunction may be involved in deficits in LTD, the
mechanisms may be multifactorial because both mGluRs and the
endocannabinoid system play key roles in the induction of LTD
[74, 75]. Considering the beneficial effects of depotentiation of
fear-modified LTP on extinction, the effect of reductants on LTD
may contribute to the extinction-promoting activity.
In the last two decades, some advances in translational research

have diminished the gaps between basic neuroscience and clinical
psychiatry in the treatment of fear-related anxiety disorders. For
instance, animal studies have revealed that NMDARs are important
in fear extinction, and based on this, it was observed in the clinic
that the NMDAR partial agonist D-cycloserine increased the effect
of exposure therapy in psychiatric patients [76, 77]. Our findings
from animal experiments highlight a possible relationship
between redox status and fear extinction. Despite accumulating
clinical data about the alteration of oxidative biomarkers in
psychiatric diseases, many conflicting reports exist, especially in
anxiety disorders, such as panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, social phobia, specific
phobias and generalized anxiety disorder. We performed a
translational study using published data to analyze various
oxidative biomarkers in fear-related anxiety disorders. Seventeen
studies researched the association between MDA content and
anxiety disorders, including 645 patients and 638 HCs in total. We
found that oxidative biomarkers were significantly elevated in the
blood of patients with fear-related disorders, including social
phobia, panic disorders, PTSD or general anxiety disorder, but not
obsessive-compulsive disorder. However, only a few studies have
focused on oxidative biomarkers in the blood of patients with
fear-related anxiety, which needs further investigation.
Several questions remain to be verified in subsequent studies.

One interesting observation in our experiments was that the
oxidative stress level, which was elevated in the BLA in response
to fear stimulation, could be reversed by extinction. The exact
mechanism by which this occurs requires further investigation. In
the BLA, both interneurons and principal neurons are involved in
the control of anxiety. The question is whether the oxidative stress
triggered by fear conditioning occurs in the principal neurons.
Although NMDARs have been identified as redox-modified
targets, other targets underlying fear conditions may also be
oxidized. This should be further evaluated by a redox-coupled
proteomic assay.
In summary, the current results, together with our previous

findings, provide a new explanation for the role of oxidative stress in
fear-related mental illness and present evidence that redox
regulation of NMDAR function may represent a pharmacological
strategy for the prevention and therapy of fear-related mental illness.
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